Case Study: Integrated sterilization
management system using GS1
standards in University of Fukui
Hospital Surgical Center

Since 2014, University of Fukui Hospital had

infections via contaminated surgical instruments,

focused on the cost-effective management of its

especially triggered by Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease.

surgical operations by using GS1 standards. The

With the aim of ensuring the safe use and

hospital has successfully achieved the traceability

traceability of instruments, the Japan Association

of surgical instruments in its surgical center’s

of Medical Devices Industries (Jamdi) released the

sterilization process by identifying each of 20,000

Guideline for Marking for Two Dimensional Symbol

instruments with the GIAI (Global Individual Asset

on Steel Instruments in 2006. This guideline

Identifier) encoded in a laser-engraved GS1

defines the need for direct marking and using GS1

DataMatrix. To date, the Hospital has reduced the

standards for symbol engraving, recommending

error rate along with the time required when

the use of GTIN (Global Trade Item Number) plus

assembling instruments for surgical operations by

serial numbers and direct marking with GS1

2,000 hours per year. The Hospital is the first

DataMatrix. However, direct marking on surgical

hospital in Japan to use GLN (Global Location

instruments by manufacturers has not yet reached

Number) to identify each of its locations. By using

satisfactory level.

GLNs as part of its surgical container setting
system, they reduced overall operation time by

Outline of University of Fukui Hospital and

500 hours per year.

adoption of GS1 standards
University of Fukui Hospital is located in the Fukui

Aiming to ensure the safe use of instruments

region of Japan with a population of around

There had long been calls for safety management

400,000. It is the central hospital of the region

of surgical instruments using two-dimensional

with 600 beds and approximately 5,000 surgical

barcodes from the perspective of preventing

operations performed annually.

surgical instruments from being left in a patient’s
body as well as eliminating any concerns about

From 2010 to 2014, the hospital was preparing to

Fig. 1 GIAI on steel instruments

Fig. 2 The surgical container storage cabinet assigned GLN

relocate its wards—the Surgical Center and the

racks at the hospital wards, and more (Fig. 2). In

Central Sterilization Department—to a new

total, more than 1,000 of the hospital’s locations

building. During this period, the hospital

have GLNs.

introduced the “Integrated sterilization
management system,” which through unique

The integrated sterilization management system

identification ensures traceability of steel

The workflow of the integrated sterilization

instruments, for enhancing patient safety and the

management system is illustrated in Fig.3. By

quality of infection control.

using portable digital devices, the system allows
them to manage information during each step of a

This system enables the linkage of patient IDs,

surgical operation: the collecting, cleaning,

surgical operation schedule and surgical

sterilizing and storing the surgical instruments

instruments information within a hospital

along with preparing for operations.

information system. For the identification of
surgical instruments and sterilization related

As shown in Fig.3, the GS1 DataMatrix that is

equipment, the hospital decided to adopt GS1

directly marked on each steel instrument is read

standards and obtained GS1 Company Prefix.

twice—during the collection step after a surgical
operation and during assembly.

Adoption of the GIAI and GLN

University of Fukui Hospital has scanned the GS1

University of Fukui Hospital adopted the GIAI as

DataMatrix more than 2 million times in 3 years.

an identification key and the GS1 DataMatrix as a

By scanning barcodes, they can obtain various

data carrier for UDI on steel instruments. The

information about their sterilization process which

hospital has a laser-marking machine in place,

achieves safer and more efficient care.

which marks steel instruments with GIAI encoded
in GS1 DataMatrix (Fig. 1). At the beginning of the

Benefit

system, the number of steel instruments marked

Specific benefits of the new system using GS1

with GS1 standards totalled approximately 18,000.

standards include improved medical safety

The hospital spent nearly one year on the direct

measures by ensuring traceability on individual

marking and registration of all instruments in the

steel instruments. This includes the prevention of

hospital database.

leaving surgical instruments in a patient’s body,
the prevention of errors in counting, the more

They have also adopted GLNs to identify

precise assembly of surgical sets, and the

locations. GLNs are assigned to each operating

prevention of loss and unauthorized takeout. The

room, every location in the surgical container

system also enables easy analysis on the

storage cabinet that accommodates sterilized

frequency of use or turnover as well as the status

containers and items, fixed shelves and storage

of stock instruments at piece and set levels,
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Fig. 3 Workflow of the integrated sterilization management system

leading to a highly efficient stock management

a total of 2,500 hours annually. This allows nurses

and a reduction of surplus stock.

to concentrate on other duties, and furthermore,
can contribute to a reduction of their overtime

Furthermore, the analysis regarding the frequency

work.

of use by type of surgical method can help the
hospital optimize the number and content of

Next steps

surgical sets. In University of Fukui Hospital,

University of Fukui Hospital aims to introduce a

assembling steel instruments into containers

similar system for all of its medical devices and

(assembling operation) used to be conducted by

establish a real-time traceability system. In

experienced nurses with specialized skills and

addition, the hospital will expand the scope of

knowledge. Thanks to the new system, this

traceability management to single-use medical

process can be performed by staff members

devices and materials using GTINs that are source-

without these specialized skills and knowledge;

marked on packaging, and take necessary

therefore the hospital was able to consign the

measures to ensure higher medical safety, further

work to outsource staff. The assembling operation

increase efficiencies and prevent incomplete

under this system is quick and accurate. They

reimbursements.

estimate that the system has contributed to a
reduction of approximately 2,000 hours annually

The hospital will adopt this kind of traceability

for the overall operation time, including the

scheme to loan instruments, as well. A new

confirmation of steel instruments after surgery.

system is under development to collect location
information of carts in preparation for a surgical

In addition, container storage and picking tasks,

operation in real time. Using this system, they will

part of the preparation process for surgical

further improve the existing workflow so that it

operations, have become automated, paperless

can confirm the transportation of carts in an

processes based on the real-time status of stock

operating room and respond to an urgent change

of sterilization containers. They estimate the time

of surgery procedure and/or operating room. The

for such work has been reduced by approximately

hospital believes that the GTIN, GIAI, GLN and

500 hours annually. The management of steel

other GS1 identification keys can be widely used

instruments directly marked with GIAI and the

on various scenes in medical institutions.

management of locations using GLNs have saved
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